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Vuong Tests

I Vuong tests (and relatives like the Lo-Mendell-Rubin test)
are popular for comparing mixture models with differing
numbers of components (count regression, growth models).

I Why haven’t they been adopted more widely? It is difficult
to obtain all the terms necessary to carry out the tests,
especially using stand-alone SEM software. Levy and
Hancock (2007, 2011) resort to algebraic model
comparisons because the original tests are so difficult.

I Here, we solve the implementation difficulties and study the
original Vuong tests for SEM and beyond.
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Vuong Tests

I Vuong (1989) provides general theory on LRTs for
non-nested models fitted via ML.

I A pair of non-nested models can be classified into one of
two subtypes (which has an impact on tests):

I Overlapping: For certain populations, the two models
produce identical predictions/distributions. Usually the case
when, e.g., our two models assume multivariate normality.

I Strictly non-nested: The two models never produce
identical predictions/distributions, regardless of population.
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Overlapping

I Overlapping 6= equivalence. Informal explanation:
I Equivalent models produce exactly the same fit statistics,

regardless of the data to which they are fit (at least, they
do so in non-pathological cases).

I Overlapping models seldom produce exactly the same fit
statistics. Even if the models provide identical fits to a
population, sampling variability implies that the fits
generally will not be identical in the sample. Depending on
the population, overlapping models may or may not be
distinguishable.



Testing Strategy

I Usually, we cannot immediately tell whether or not two
non-nested SEMs are overlapping. It is safest to assume
that they are overlapping, resulting in the following
strategy.

1. Test whether or not models are distinguishable, using the
sample data. If the models are indistinguishable, stop here
(we cannot conclude that one is better).

2. Conduct a non-nested LRT of strictly non-nested models.
We may conclude that one model fits better than the other,
or that the models have equal fit.

3. Related statistics are also available, such as confidence
intervals associated with information criteria.
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Detail

I Two models (MA and MB) are fitted to the data via ML:

θ̂A = argmax
θA

`(θA;x1, . . . ,xn) (1)

θ̂B = argmax
θB

`(θB;x1, . . . ,xn), (2)

where

`(θA;x1, . . . ,xn) =
n∑

i=1

`(θA;xi) =
n∑

i=1

log fA(xi;θA)

(3)



SEM Application

I The tests work on the casewise log-likelihoods `(θ̂A;xi) and
`(θ̂B;xi). For each observation i, how do the likelihoods
compare to one another?

I Test of distinguishability: What is the variance of the
differences? If the population variance equals zero, the two
models are indistinguishable.

I Likelihood ratio test: What is the mean likelihood ratio
(averaged over i)? If the log is close to zero, neither model
can be preferred to the other.



Distinguishable

I The test of distinguishability is most complicated:

ω̂2
∗ =

1

n

n∑
i=1

[
log

fA(xi; θ̂A)

fB(xi; θ̂B)

]2
−

[
1

n

n∑
i=1

log
fA(xi; θ̂A)

fB(xi; θ̂B)

]2
(4)

Under H0 : ω2
∗ = 0, the statistic nω̂2 is asymptotically

distributed as a weighted sum of χ2
1 distributions, with

weights based on the squared eigenvalues of a matrix W ,
where . . .



Distinguishability

W =

[
−VA(θA)U

−1
A (θA) −VAB(θA,θB)U

−1
B (θB)

V ′AB(θA,θB)U
−1
A (θA) VB(θB)U

−1
B (θB)

]
(5)

UA(θA) = E

[
∂2`(θA;xi)

∂θA∂θ′A

]
(6)

VA(θA) = E

[
∂`(θA;xi)

∂θA
· ∂`(θA;xi)

∂θ′A

]
(7)

VAB(θA,θB) = E

[
∂`(θA;xi)

∂θA
· ∂`(θB;xi)

∂θ′B

]
(8)



Software

I R is advantageous for applying the tests to SEM.
I Obtain necessary statistics from lavaan objects.
I Obtain eigenvalues via base capabilities, evaluate weighted

sum of χ2 via other packages (CompQuadForm).

I Package nonnest2 (on CRAN): Our object-oriented
implementation of the tests for SEMs and beyond.
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Simulation 1

I Simulation 1: Comparison of models that are potentially
indistinguishable.



Simulation 1
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Simulation 2

I Simulation 2: Nested models. For nested models, the two
Vuong tests are robust alternatives to the traditional LRT
(no assumption that the full model is correct).
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Simulation 2
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Example 1

## Fit models
library("lavaan")
HS1 <- ' visual =~ x1 + x2 + x3

textual =~ x4 + x5 + x6 + x7
speed =~ x7 + x8 + x9 '

m1 <- cfa(HS1, data = HolzingerSwineford1939)

HS2 <- ' visual =~ x1 + x2 + x3 + x4
textual =~ x4 + x5 + x6
speed =~ x7 + x8 + x9 '

m2 <- cfa(HS2, data = HolzingerSwineford1939)



Example 1

## Model comparison
library("nonnest2")
vuongtest(m1, m2)

##
## Model 1
## Class: lavaan
## Call: lavaan::lavaan(model = HS1, data = HolzingerSwineford1939, model.type = "cfa",
##
## Model 2
## Class: lavaan
## Call: lavaan::lavaan(model = HS2, data = HolzingerSwineford1939, model.type = "cfa",
##
##
## Variance test
## H0: Model 1 and Model 2 are indistinguishable
## H1: Model 1 and Model 2 are distinguishable
## w2 = 0.006, p = 0.479
##
## Non-nested likelihood ratio test
## H0: Model fits are equal for the focal population
## H1A: Model 1 fits better than Model 2
## z = -0.432, p = 0.667
## H1B: Model 2 fits better than Model 1
## z = -0.432, p = 0.3328



Example 1

## CI for AIC, BIC difference
icci(m1, m2)

##
## Model 1
## Class: lavaan
## Call:
## lavaan::lavaan(model = HS1, data = HolzingerSwineford1939, model.type = "cfa",
## AIC: 7519.391
## BIC: 7600.948
## Model 2
## Class: lavaan
## Call:
## lavaan::lavaan(model = HS2, data = HolzingerSwineford1939, model.type = "cfa",
##
##
## AIC: 7518.240
## BIC: 7599.796
##
## 95% Confidence Interval of AIC difference (AICdiff = AIC1 - AIC2)
## -4.070 < AICdiff < 6.372
##
## 95% Confidence Interval of BIC difference (BICdiff = BIC1 - BIC2)
## -4.070 < BICdiff < 6.372



Example 2

I nonnest2 covers multivariate normal SEMs, and we are
currently working on extensions to SEMs for ordinal data
(along with IRT).

I If you can supply functions to obtain fitted models’
casewise likelihoods, scores, and information matrices,
nonnest2 can carry out the tests.

I Focus here: fitting Rasch model extensions via pairwise
maximum likelihood (a limited information method in
lavaan).



Example 2

I Data: Verbal aggression data, made famous by De Boeck
and Wilson (2004).

I Four annoying situations, two of which are caused by
somebody else and two of which are caused by yourself.

I For each situation, state whether you would (or would want
to) curse, scold, shout.

I Model: Linear logistic test model (Rasch model with item
difficulties replaced by item covariates).



Example 2

I For demonstration, we fit two LLTMs using different item
covariates.

I Model A: Item parameters based on cause of the situation
(other/self)

I Model B: Item parameters based on action (want/do)

I Models are fit in lavaan via PML; compared via nonnest2
(a devel version which is not yet available).



## data and model syntax
library(difR)
data(verbal)
names(verbal) <- tolower(names(verbal))
verbal <- verbal[,1:24]

others <- c(grep("s1", names(verbal)), grep("s2", names(verbal)))
others <- others[order(others)]
self <- (1:24)[-others]
want <- 1:12
dos <- 13:24

## other/self model (.707=sqrt(.5), to match rasch model)
f1 <- paste(paste(".707 *", names(verbal)), collapse=" + ")
f1 <- paste("theta =~", f1)
f2 <- paste(paste(names(verbal)[others], "| th1*t1"), collapse=" \n ")
f3 <- paste(paste(names(verbal)[self], "| th2*t1"), collapse=" \n ")
m1 <- paste(f1, f2, f3, sep=" \n ")

## want/do model
f1 <- paste(paste(".707 *", names(verbal)), collapse=" + ")
f1 <- paste("theta =~", f1)
f2 <- paste(paste(names(verbal)[want], "| th1*t1"), collapse=" \n ")
f3 <- paste(paste(names(verbal)[dos], "| th2*t1"), collapse=" \n ")
m2 <- paste(f1, f2, f3, sep=" \n ")



## other/self model
m1fit <- cfa(m1, data=verbal, ordered=names(verbal), estimator="PML")

## want/do model
m2fit <- cfa(m2, data=verbal, ordered=names(verbal), estimator="PML")

vuongtest(m1fit, m2fit)

##
## Model 1
## Class: lavaan
## Call: lavaan::lavaan(model = m1, data = verbal, model.type = "cfa",
##
## Model 2
## Class: lavaan
## Call: lavaan::lavaan(model = m2, data = verbal, model.type = "cfa",
##
##
## Variance test
## H0: Model 1 and Model 2 are indistinguishable
## H1: Model 1 and Model 2 are distinguishable
## w2 = 709.132, p = <2e-16
##
## Non-nested likelihood ratio test
## H0: Model fits are equal for the focal population
## H1A: Model 1 fits better than Model 2
## z = 3.402, p = 0.000334
## H1B: Model 2 fits better than Model 1
## z = 3.402, p = 0.9997



Conclusion

I Vuong tests (and related tests) can be usefully applied to
the study of non-nested SEMs and related models.

I Procedure: First test for model distinguishability, followed
by the LRT (allowing for situations where neither model is
preferred to the other).

I Confidence intervals for the LRT and information criteria
also available.

I Tests are freely available via a combination of lavaan and
the nonnest2 package.
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Conclusion

I Working paper: Merkle, E. C., You, D., & Preacher, K. J.
(under review). Testing non-nested structural equation
models. Available on arXiv.

I nonnest2 package on CRAN.



Thanks!
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